There exists a recursive algorithm for constructing BPST-type multi-instantons on commutative R 4 . When deformed noncommutatively, however, it becomes difficult to write down nonsingular instanton configurations with topological charge greater than one in explicit form. We circumvent this difficulty by allowing for the translational instanton moduli to become noncommutative as well. Such a scenario is natural in the self-dual Yang-Mills hierarchy of integrable equations where the moduli of solutions are seen as extended space-time coordinates associated with higher flows. By judicious adjustment of the moduli-noncommutativity we achieve the ADHM construction of generalized 't Hooft multi-instanton solutions with everywhere self-dual field strengths on noncommutative R 4 .
Introduction
In recent years, many important nonperturbative field configurations, like solitons, vortices, monopoles and instantons, have been generalized in various dimensions to Moyal-type noncommutative spaces (see e.g. [1] - [13] and reviews [14] for further references). Specializing to instantons on R 4 , the self-dual Yang-Mills equations [15] are solved systematically through the ADHM method [16] . Its noncommutative extension to R 4 θ , as developed in [1] - [3] and [17] - [20] , is straightforward for self-dual θ but needs modification in case of anti-self-dual θ.
A singular subclass of solutions are the 't Hooft multi-instantons, which have also been deformed noncommutatively by way of the splitting and ADHM approaches [19, 20] . With the help of Murrayvon-Neumann transformations -the noncommutative analog of singular gauge transformationsone can remove the singularities and arrive at a non-singular gauge [19] . A direct path to nonsingular 't Hooft multi-instantons is again offered by the ADHM construction. Its noncommutative extension (for self-dual θ) yields a recursive algorithm for generating n-instanton configurations on R 4
θ ; yet, the explicit realization is rather technical beyond n=1.
In this letter we propose a generalization of noncommutative multi-instantons by rendering part of the instanton moduli noncommutative. This is a logical step in the self-dual Yang-Mills hierarchy where moduli are naturally regarded as additional space-time coordinates. Surprisingly, with a noncommutative (translational) moduli space it is possible to write down explicit 't Hooft n-instanton configurations with field strengths being self-dual everywhere, and we will do this here.
Commutative non-singular multi-instantons
Notation. Instantons are localized finite-action solutions to the classical equations of motion for a Euclidean field theory [15, 21] . In this paper we specialize to four-dimensional Euclidean Yang-Mills theory with the gauge group U(2). Hence, we have four u(2)-valued gauge potentials A µ and the field strengths
. Possible solutions to the field equations D µ F µν = 0 are obtained by demanding the field strength to be self-dual, 1) since for such fields the equations of motion will be satisfied due to the Bianchi identities D µ F µν = 0.
It is convenient to introduce a few abbreviations in order to simplify the expressions for the explicit solutions to (2.1) we are going to recall momentarily. Let us introduce the matrices e µ = −iσ a , 1 2 and
which enjoy the properties
where σ a , a = 1, 2, 3, are the Pauli matrices while η a µν andη a µν denote the self-dual and anti-self-dual 't Hooft tensors [22] , respectively, which satisfy the identities ADHM construction. The most systematic way to generate instanton solutions is via the ADHM approach. The construction (see [16, 22] ) of an n-instanton solution is based on a (2n+2) × 2 matrix Ψ and a (2n+2) 8) where a and b are constant (2n+2) × 2n matrices. These matrices must satisfy the following conditions:
It is not difficult to see that conditions (2.9) and (2.10) are met if
For (∆, Ψ) satisfying (2.9)-(2.12) the gauge potential is chosen in the form
14)
The resulting gauge field F will be self-dual if ∆ and Ψ obey the completeness relation
Namely, using (2.11), (2.12) and (2.15), we find .16) i.e. the anti-self-dual part of F µν is zero.
To become more concrete, let us take the following ansatz (see e.g. [23, 19] ):
where a i = a µ i e † µ and the Λ i are positive constants (scale parameters). From (2.17) we get (2.18) and arrive at 19) where
From (2.19) we see that the condition (2.13) (and thus also (2.9) and (2.10)) is satisfied. Indeed, by direct calculation one finds
For the given form (2.18) of ∆, the remaining conditions (2.11) and (2.12) become
The task is to solve these two equations. If successful one can evaluate the gauge potential (2.14) and its field strength (2.16). The latter is guaranteed to be self-dual since the completeness relation (2.15) is automatically satisfied in the commutative case.
One instanton. One starts with the ansatz
which solves (2.23) for an arbitrary matrix-valued function f 1 . With x 1 x † 1 = r 2 1 1 2 , the normalization (2.24) then determines this function (up to a constant unitary matrix) as
This solution is obviously non-singular at finite values of r 2 1 . Using (2.14) one arrives at 27) which is known as the BPST solution [15] .
Two instantons. In this case one takes the ansatz This configuration too is non-singular since r 2 1 and r 2 2 cannot vanish simultaneously.
Recursion for n instantons. It is possible to systematize the above sequence of ansätze and write down a recursive formula for the n-instanton solution. Because its explicit form is somewhat intricate and we will not make use of it later on, there is no point displaying it here. It may be remarked, however, that the proof of regularity (at finite points) is rather non-trivial. Nevertheless, it is possible in this way to generate explicit non-singular multi-instanton configurations for any instanton number. To be sure, the singular 't Hooft configurations are also easily obtained within the ADHM approach, with appropriate ansätze for Ψ i (see, e.g. [23] ).
Noncommutative non-singular multi-instantons
In this section we shall give a short account of the status of explicit noncommutative multiinstanton configurations for the (simpler) case of self-dual noncommutativity.
A Moyal deformation of Euclidean R 4 is achieved by replacing the ordinary pointwise product of functions on it by the nonlocal but associative Moyal star product. The latter is characterized by a constant antisymmetric matrix (θ µν ) which prominently appears in the star commutation relation between the coordinates, [
A different realization of this algebraic structure keeps the standard product but promotes the coordinates (and thus all their functions) to noncommuting operators acting in an auxiliary Fock space H. The two formulations are tightly connected through the Moyal-Weyl map. When dealing with noncommutative U(2) Yang-Mills theory from now on, we shall not denote the noncommutativity by either inserting stars in all products or by putting hats on all operator-valued objects, but simply by agreeing that our coordinates are subject to (3.1). The existence of (θ µν ) breaks the Euclidean SO(4) symmetry to SO(4) ∩ Sp(4,R) = U(2), but we may employ SO(4) rotations to pick a basis in which (θ µν ) takes Darboux form, i.e. the only nonzero entries are θ 12 = −θ 21 and θ 34 = −θ 43 . Such a matrix is a linear combination of the self-dual (η 3µν ) and the anti-self-dual (η 3µν ). In this work, we restrict ourselves to the special case of a purely self-dual noncommutativity tensor given by
Let us try to generalize the ADHM construction of the previous section to the noncommutative case. We take the same multi-instanton ansätze as in the commutative case but must take care of ordering now. It is quickly verified that (for the the above choice of (θ µν )) one actually ends up with the same equations (2.8)-(2.16) and (2.23)-(2.24), of course now holding for noncommutative coordinates. In contrast to the previous section, the completeness relation (2.15) is no longer automatic, and so one needs to show that it holds as well.
One instanton. This was already calculated by Furuuchi [3] . Irrespective of the noncommutativity, the ansatz (2.25) solves (2.23) for any matrix f 1 . The determination of f 1 again proceeds via (2.24) but one must take into account a modified relation, (3.3) since coordinate products now feature antisymmetric parts. The result is
This is non-singular because the spectrum of the operator r 2 1 is bounded by 2θ. Furthermore, 3.5) so that, due to f 2 1
, the completeness relation (2.15) is indeed satisfied. Finally one can calculate from (2.14) the gauge potential, which is entirely regular and merges with the BPST solution for θ → 0. The explicit expression coincides with the one obtained in the dressing approach by Horváth et al in [9] .
Two instantons. As in commutative case one takes the ansatz (2.28) which fulfils (2.23) also when read noncommutatively. In order to find f 2 one then computes Ψ †
which yields a non-diagonal 2×2 matrix with noncommuting matrix elements. Equating it to unity and solving for f 2 turns out to be technically difficult, and we will not try to do this here. Nevertheless, we expect this solution to be non-singular and the completeness relation (2.15) to hold for it.
Multi-instantons. The recursive construction mentioned in the previous section can be carried over to the noncommutative domain. Yet, the determination of the matrices f n and the verification of the completeness relation gets increasingly complicated due to the noncommutativity. To summarize this section, for the gauge group U(2) BPST-type instanton solutions on noncommutative R 4 are known only for charge one. It remains a computational challenge to present an explicit noncommutative U(2) two-instanton configuration.
Multi-instantons with noncommutative translational moduli
Noncommutative moduli. In this section we propose an unorthodox alternative which avoids all previously mentioned difficulties. It employs the noncommutative 't Hooft multi-instantons (via ADHM) but allows their translational moduli to become noncommutative as well! The result is, of course, a rather non-standard generalization of multi-instantons.
To be specific, we now modify the commutation relations to 1) where θ µν is given in (3.2) . As a consequence,
Using (2.3), (2.4) and (4.2) we obtain -in distinction to (3.3) -
Invertibility of r 2 i . The commutation relations (4.1) can be realized in terms of annihilation and creation operators, (4.4) acting in the tensor product H := H 0 ⊗ H 1 ⊗ . . . ⊗ H n of n+1 copies of the two-oscillator Fock space. In this formulation one finds that
with new annihilation operators
created by a Bogoliubov transformation. The general form of such a transformation is (see e.g. [24] )
where (b ij ) =: B is a symmetric 2× 2 matrix with complex entries. Note that the new annihilation operatorsα 0 andα i have normalizable vectors in their kernel only if the hermitian matrix 1 2 −BB † is positive definite. The case under consideration, however, is degenerate because
Hence, the operators α i −α † 0 and β i −β † 0 as well as their hermitian conjugates have no zero modes either on H or on its dual H * . We conclude that, for any i = 1, . . . , n, the operator r 2 i is invertible on all finite-norm states, i.e. on H as well as on H * .
Ansatz. Since for self-dual (θ µν ) the ADHM scheme described in the previous section is unaltered, we take over the ansatz (2.17) unchanged, in order to construct noncommutative 't Hooft n-instantons with noncommutative moduli parameters (4.1). The commutative computation can be literally copied until arriving at (2.21) with (2.22) , after having assured that r 2 i is indeed invertible in the noncommutative case.
The task to solve the equations (2.23) and (2.24) is accomplished with Ψ 0 = φ 9) where the factor φ n was introduced to achieve the normalization Hence, our (∆, Ψ) satisfies all conditions (2.9)-(2.13), and we can define the gauge potential via (2.14) . Note that this configuration with noncommutative translational moduli can be interpreted as a four-dimensional "slice" of a solution to the generalized self-dual Yang-Mills equations on R 4+4n [25] in which both x µ and a µ i play the role of (noncommutative) coordinates.
Completeness relation. To be sure that we have indeed constructed self-dual field configurations, we must still check the completeness relation (2.15) . Actually, it is known that for commuting moduli the latter is easily violated [18, 19] unless an additional effort [20] is made. In fact, the main point for adjusting the noncommutativity of the translational moduli as in (4.1) is to make the completeness relation work out. To our satisfaction, after (lengthy) computations we can indeed confirm the validity of (2.15) . In more detail, the matrix ∆ (∆ † ∆) −1 ∆ † takes the form 
